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AUSTRIA
ORF - Österreichischer Rundfunk
The FM4 Player
http://fm4.orf.at/player/
Project manager: Bernhard Frank (Content) Roman Steinbichler (IT) - Producer: Ute Hölzl - Designer: Claudia Bogun (ORF ON)
- Programmer: Robert Gaggl, Ernst Beiglböck (ORF On Technik) - Nick Meinhart; Chris Lincke; Sonja Vollhofer; Christian
Sodl; Thomas Prantner; Monika Eigensperger

The FM4 Player
“The FM4 Player” is a revolutionary all-in-one solution that combines 3 applications: a player for live radio,
a player for a 7 day catch-up, and a track service for looking up songs. You can switch from live radio to
everything broadcast in the last 7 days. It has a sophisticated search tool allowing the user to look up songs,
features or programmes and listen to them immediately. Users can share what they’re listening to on social
media: a precise spot on the audio timeline, songs, features or programmes. In the background there is a
database that generates live metadata. The interface makes it possible for radio producers to transform
radio-specific metadata into readable information. Easy-to-use, handy and elegant, “The FM4 Player” is the
intuitive on-demand tool that feels like it’s always been there - or should have.

AUSTRIA
ORF - Österreichischer Rundfunk
#HowtobeAustrian
www.oe1.orf.at
Content author: Nadja Hahn, Elisabeth Stratka - Website editor: Nadja Hahn, Elisabeth Stratka – for Radio, TV and social
media content, Joseph Schimmer Editor Ö1 website. - Sound: Nadja Hahn, Elisabeth Stratka Director: Nadja Hahn, Elisabeth
StratkaPhotos: Joseph Schimmer, Ursula Hummel, Gerald Navara Camera: Gerald Navar

#HowtobeAustrian
The refugee crisis has been dominating the news in Austria. There’s a big public debate about how refugees
should behave in Austria. Motto: if you want to stay, you have to adopt our values. We thought: what does
it mean to be Austrian? What are our values? We developed a social media topic for Ö1,
“#HowtobeAustrian”. Our project with all the radio content was totally focused on social media, therefore
easily accessible via app on the smartphone. The homepage http://oe1.orf.at/howtobeaustrian was not the
centre of the project, it was the host, where all our postings and related radio programmes were presented
together. It turned out to be a cross media project within the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation and we
successfully established an outstanding cooperation between radio channels, online services and television.

BELGIUM
RTBF - Radiotélévision Belge de la Communauté Culturelle Française
Burkland
www.rtbf.be/burkland
Producer: RTBF Interactive, DGBE, Brussels Video Crew - Content author: Grégory Beghin

Burkland
While on honeymoon, Julia and Jack stop at an American diner along the road, in “Burkland”. They are
never to be seen again. Seven months later, they are still missing and the small town is now abandoned. Lou,
a resolute young journalist, finds Julia’s smartphone. When she watches the videos it contains, she decides
to investigate what really happened in order to unravel “Burkland’s” mystery.

BELGIUM
VRT - Vlaamse Radio en Televisieomroep
Aha! Inspiratie voor elke dag
http://aha.radio2.be/
Project manager: Hans Dreesen - Designer: Jonathan Meurrens - Content author: Myriam Blieck, Jana Maggen, Dylan Van
Rooy, Thomas Cordie, Evelien Van Malderen - Website editor: Myriam Blieck, Jana Maggen, Dylan Van Rooy, Thomas Cordie,
Evelien Van Malderen - Social media editor: Myriam Blieck, Jana Maggen, Dylan Van Rooy, Thomas Cordie, Evelien Van
Malderen - Graphics: Myriam Blieck, Jana Maggen, Dylan Van Rooy, Thomas Cordie, Evelien Van Malderen - Programmer:
Jonathan Meurrens, Wing Leung - UX Designer: Tim Van Lier

Aha! Inspiration for everyday life
In 2015 Radio 2 launched “Aha!”, a new digital platform, engaging the Radio 2 community around useful
consumer tips, clever tricks and creative ideas for everyday life. “Aha!” is very much a part of the strategy
to enhance the digital footprint of the biggest Flemish radio station and to find and reach an older audience
online. For Radio 2 thinking in terms of service is a core value and “Aha!” fits in perfectly with this goal.
The content consists of articles recycled from the wide range of the Radio 2 consumer programmes as well
as consumer information from other VRT programmes and external, reliable platforms. With this platform
Radio 2 presents its own alternative to the many DIY websites aimed at making life more enjoyable,
cheaper and easier. “Aha!” is the ideal way to make a large amount of existing content accessible in a new
way. On the homepage of radio2.be there is a link to the new Aha! platform and each week “Aha!” articles
appear with 6 to 7 items in the top 10 most viewed pages on Radio 2.

BELGIUM
VRT - Vlaamse Radio en Televisieomroep
Syria’s Silence – Virtual Reality Reportage/360°
http://deredactie.be/static/2016/360/syrie2/
Title of the programme (English translation): Syria’s Silence – Virtual Reality Documentary/360° - Content author: Jens
Franssen - Website editor: VRT news - Social media editor: VRT news - Graphics: Willem Mertens - External company: Fisheye
- Camera: Patrick Moons Editors: Steve Van Damme/Tine Cafmeyer Producer: Bashir Talate Fixer: Annabel Van den Berghe

Syria’s Silence – Virtual Reality Reportage/360°
Al-Shaddadi has just been liberated by Kurdish forces. But the city has paid a high price. Once vibrant and
alive, it has become a ghost-town. Only 15 minutes drive away is the frontline. Five years of raging war has
left Syria with little hope. “Syria’s Silence” was originally published on the VRT website and VRT’s
YouTube channel, and is accessible in Dutch, English and Arabic. It is published via various channels such
as YouTube and Vrideo and is promoted via social media.

CANADA
CBC/SRC Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
Disparaître
http://leclan.radio-canada.ca/disparaitre
Project manager: Christine Bouchard, Marlène Parisot - Producer: Sophie Parizeau, Joanne Forgues, Cécile Chevrier and Marc
Poulin - Designer: Philippe Archontakis - Content author: Anne-Marie Archambault - Social media editor: Jawad Tabache Graphics: Philippe Archontakis - Programmer: Mathieu Beyrie - Jérémie Battalgia (Video Director)

Disappearing
Interactive web-documentary about false identities and witness protection, “Disappearing” tells the true
story of an informant. A foray into a little-known world, the experience benefits from the participation of
former investigators, of specialists, and of a prison psychologist. Playing with the interactivity of a webcam,
users are asked to close their eyes to discover the innermost thoughts of the repentant witness. The
uniqueness of being in front of a screen with one's eyes closed offers a parallel with the change of identity
and the feeling of leaving an entire life behind. This is a unique opportunity to assess the implications of a
highly criticised programme that, although it helps take unwanted criminals off the streets, requires millions
of dollars to protect whistle-blowers… who are also criminals.

CANADA
CBC/SRC Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women
www.cbc.ca/missingandmurdered
Project manager: Cate Friesen and Cecil Rosner - Designer: William Wolfe-Wylie, Richard Grasley, Michael Leschart, Michael
Pereira - Content author: Tiar Wilson, Kimberly Ivany, Martha Troian, Chantelle Bellrichard, Joanne Levasseur,Teghan
Beaudette,Connie Walker, Duncan McCue - Website editor: Kristy Hoffman, Donna Lee, Tara Lindemann

Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women
CBC spent more than six months cataloguing all the unsolved cases of missing and murdered indigenous
women across Canada over the last six decades, and trying to reach as many of their family members as
possible, eventually producing an unprecedented, multi-platform series, including an interactive database of
stories and photos of more than 230 women. In December, the federal government announced that it would
finally call an inquiry into the issue. When the announcement came, CBC tweeted one case from its
database every 6-minutes over a 24-hour period.

CZECH REPUBLIC
CZCR Czech Radio
Karel je King!
www.kareljeking.cz
Project manager: Markéta Kanková - Producer: Markéta Kanková, Edita Kudlácová - Designer: Jakub Šolín - Website editor:
Jakub Janda - Social media editor: Blanka Mikulášková - Graphics: Petr Stancík, Petr Kolecko, Adam Cirok, Damian Machaj Programmer: Jakub Janda - Conceived by: Iva Jonášová, Jan Herget

Charles is a Hell of a King!
“Charles is a Hell of a King!” is Czech Radio’s project for the 700th anniversary of Charles IV’s birth. It
describes one of the greatest figures in Czech history in an original way, using various kinds of content and
an innovative approach to history with the listener/user choosing the individual media and differentiating
between verified and misleading information. The pillar of this project is the multimedia website
kareljeking.cz introducing Charles IV in an attractive visual manner using articles, videos, interactive
graphics and new audio formats. In “parodies” Charles IV is interviewed by famous TV hosts, while in the
misinformation series two “experts” offer an unusual view of his contribution to social and scientific areas.
Fifty audio recordings offer juicy and lesser known facts about this ruler.

DENMARK
DR Danmarks Radio
Hva' Ka' Papir?
dr.dk/hvakapapir
Title of the programme (English translation): Paper Works - Project manager: Ole Huld Jacobsen - Producer: Executive producer:
Kåre V. Poulsen - Designer: Visual production: Marianne Ingeborg Gerda Bang &My Buemann

Paper Works
As the world is getting more digital, the need to touch, feel, see and create things with our hands in real life
increases. For 3 weeks DR asked Danes to take on 18 different creative challenges with paper and make
photos, videos and artworks out of it. All the material was submitted and shared on DR’s digital platforms
and was used as content for radio programmes. The result: “Paper Works”, became an immense, poetic and
beautiful co-created vision of what paper can do. The content was 100% co-created with our users and DR
received more than 5,000 works of paper art. In addition to creating radio-content, in order to extend the
digital experience, several physical art-work-competitions were held and people flashed their most
impressive works of art. “Paper Works” revealed new ways of turning DR’s viewers and listeners into
co-creative participants.

FRANCE
ARTE FRANCE
I, Philip
arte.tv/iphilip
Project manager: Heidelinde Blumers, Pierre Zandrowicz - Producer: Antoine Cayrol - Designer: Irène Marinari - Content
author: Rémi Giordano and Pierre Zandrowicz

I, Philip
“I, Philip” is a 360° 3D short film which proposes an experience in 360°, 3D and VR. In early 2005, David
Hanson, an American robotics designer and researcher, develops his first human android. Its name is Phil
and it is simply the duplicate of the famous science fiction author Philip K. Dick. In a few weeks Phil
becomes famous on the Web and in the author's fan circles. It is presented in several conferences around the
world. In late 2005, the head of the android disappears during a America West Airlines flight between
Dallas and Las Vegas. Through the memories of the android and those of the author, the film offers a
360°interpretation of Phil's life in the first person.

FRANCE
ARTE FRANCE
Notes on Blindness: Into Darkness
arte.tv/notes-on-blindness
Project manager: Heidelinde Blumers - Producer: Arnaud Colinart, David Coujard, Mike Brett - Designer: Amaury La Burthe,
Beatrice Lartigue, Fabien Togman, Arnaud Desjardins - Content author: Peter Middleton, James Spinney - External company:
Thomas Couchard, Florent Dumas

Notes on Blindness: Into Darkness
“Notes on Blindness: Into Darkness” is a multi-platform interactive project created alongside the feature
length documentary “Notes on Blindness”. These original diary recordings form the basis of this project, a
six-part interactive documentary using new forms of storytelling, gameplay mechanics and virtual reality to
explore his cognitive and emotional experience of blindness. Each scene will address a memory, a moment
and a specific location from John’s audio diary, using binaural audio and real time 3D animations to create
a fully immersive experience. Made with Unity, the project will be released on Samsung Gear, Cardboard
and Oculus later in 2016. A 360° version will be available on all iOS and Android devices.

FRANCE
FRANCE TV - France Télévisions
Les saisons : Morphosis
https://itunes.apple.com/app/les-saisons-morphosis/id1036172625?mt=8
Project manager: Benjamin Lelong - Producer: Pierre Cattan, Nicolas Elghozi - Content author: Stéphane Durand, Thomas
Blanchet, Dorothée Descamps, Laura Farrenq - Website editor: Small Bang - Social media editor: Small Bang - Graphics:
Pauline Merlaut - Programmer: Matthew George - External company: Small Bang, Galatée Films, France Télévisions, Pathé Creativa director : Pierre Cattan ; Sound designer : Côme Jalibert ; Animator : Julien Sarraute

Seasons: Mophosis
“Seasons: Morphosis” is a playful and a narrative experience allowing users to immerse themselves into the
last movie of J. Perrin, “Seasons”. The project includes one storyapp (free, iOS and Android) and two
websites. The app is at the crossroads of video games and animated movie. It portrays the evolution of the
landscape since the Ice Age until today, speaking about the relationship between Mankind and Nature in 18
episodes. The Season’s official website offers content curation - articles, conferences and video games - to
further explore the movie’s themes. And an educational website, hosted by France Télévision Education,
allows children to access educational sheets and test themselves with an exclusive quiz.

GERMANY
ARD Arbeitsgemeinschaft der öffentlich-rechtlichen Rundfunkanstalten der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland /MDR
Nackt unter Wölfen (Web Doku)
http://reportage.mdr.de/nackt-unter-woelfen
Project manager: Lucie Lisiewicz-Barth, Beate Maschke-Spittler - Website editor: Maren Schulle - Graphics: Alexander
Friederici, Maren Schulle (additional camera and editing) - Wolfgang Voigt (editor tv)

Naked Among Wolves
The TV drama “Naked Among Wolves” (German: Nackt unter Wölfen) depicts the cruel life in the
Buchenwald concentration camp at the end of World War II. Accompanying the film, this
web-documentation was produced. After attending a preview, girls and boys, aged 14 to 18, talked about
what made them think and what they would like to learn more about. Multimedia reporters then set out to
interview experts from the Buchenwald memorial, the screenwriter and actors. The answers are presented in
three chapters. The scroll-documentation allows users to directly catch up with the topics they are
particularly interested in as well as watch more complex answers several times. Scenes from “Naked
Among Wolves” lead users into probing the issue and accessing the subject without even having seen the
film.

GERMANY
ARD Arbeitsgemeinschaft der öffentlich-rechtlichen Rundfunkanstalten der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland/SWR
Waffen für Mexiko: Der Fall Heckler & Koch
http://story.br.de/waffen-fuer-mexiko/
Project manager: Thomas Sessner (BR), Johannes Kaufmann (SWR), Volker Matthies (BR), Sophie von Glinski (SWR) Designer: Anna Hunger (BR) - Content author: Katja Beck, Daniel Harrich, Patricius Mayer / Research: Katja Beck, Tobias
Bönte, Daniel Harrich, Danuta Harrich-Zandberg, Patricius Mayer, Jennifer Schneider, Robert Schöffel, Jan Seipel - External
company: diwafilm GmbH - Camera: Walter Harrich; Cutter: Constantin Dauch; Sound: Bernd Schreiner; Music consultant: J.
Otto

Weapons for Mexico – The Case of Heckler & Koch
How come German guns produced by Heckler & Koch are in use in the Mexican drug war, despite the strict
export regulations that are supposed to prevent exactly that happening? The investigative multimedia
documentary “Waffen für Mexiko” (Weapons for Mexico) shows step by step how the dirty deal came
into being. For the first time it openly reveals the arms route taken - from the arms factory on the outskirts of
the Black Forest to the kidnapping of 43 students in the Mexican town of Iguala. With the aid of interactive
features, users discover unpublished documents and exclusive video content and find out how the German
and Mexican authorities cooperated with the weapons manufacturer.

GERMANY
ZDF Zweites Deutsches Fernseh
planet.:Die Armutsbilanz - Auf den Spuren der UN.
http://millenniumsziele.zdf.de
Project manager: Carsten Behrendt, Marion Boehm, Julia Kiehne, Marcus Niehaves - Producer: Carsten Behrendt, Marcus
Niehaves - Designer: Frank Durst (Die Firma), Heike Gediga (ZDF) - Content author: Carsten Behrendt, Marcus Niehaves Website editor: Marion Boehm, Julia Kiehne - Social media editor: Carsten Behrendt, Marcus Niehaves - Graphics: Die Firma Programmer: Die Firma - External company: Die Firma

Planet e.: Along the Poverty Line - What Happened to the UN.
A mega promise was made to the poor people of this world by the rich and developed nations: The
Millennium Development Goals. For their cross media production, ZDF reporters Carsten Behrendt and
Marcus Niehaves went to Cambodia, Ecuador and Ethiopia to check out progress in fulfilling this very same
promise. The two reporters were searching for the people they had met while making their first
documentary “Mission 2015” six years ago. With their help, the reporters explored to what extent the
Millennium Goals had been implemented…with insight reaching far beyond the often outdated statistical
data.

GERMANY
ZDF Zweites Deutsches Fernseh
Familie Braun
http://www.zdf.de/familie-braun/familie-braun-41825754.html
Project manager: Lucia Haslauer, Lucas Schmidt - Producer: Uwe Urbas (Producer), Manuel Meimberg (Author), Maurice
Huebner (Director) - Website editor: Christoph Jacobs - Social media editor: Lucia Haslauer, Andreas Rother - External
company: Polyphon

The Braun Family
Thomas and Kai are two 20-year old neo-Nazis living together in a small apartment. One day, the doorbell
rings and a little girl, Lara, is standing in front of the door. It turns out that Lara is the result of Thomas’
one-night-stand from 6 years ago. Lara is black. Lara´s mother is about to get deported and does not want
her daughter to share her fate. Unfortunately, Lara is doomed to stay with the two Nazis in their apartment.
At first the two men fight against her presence and try everything possible and impossible to get rid of her;
however, to no avail. While Thomas slowly develops feelings for this little girl and starts to integrate Lara in
his "brown" life, his buddy Kai doesn´t understand his old friend anymore. And step by step Lara destroys
all of their ideologies through her candour and her innocent questions…

IRELAND
RTÉ Radió Teilifís Éireann
RTÉ News – Results coverage of General Election
http://www.rte.ie/news/election-2016/
Project manager: Kevin Massey - Producer: Declan McBennett - Designer: Ronan O'Broin, James Loughran - Content author:
Patricia O'Callaghan, Teresa O'Connor - Website editor: Patricia O'Callaghan, Teresa O'Connor - Social media editor: Patricia
O'Callaghan - Graphics: Ronan O'Broin, Aoife McKenna - Programmer: James Loughran, Simon Darcy, Jonathan Dillon

RTÉ News – Results Coverage of General Election
RTÉ News produced its most ambitious digital project to date. It made the election a completely addictive
experience. We put the best of digital, graphics, programme makers and journalists working together on
Election 2016. Utilising a mix of technology, social media platforms and the latest in mobile journalism, a
comprehensive election site was built operating both at national and local levels. A class leading results
system displayed real time results while 24/7 blogs and trackers kept everyone updated with the latest news.
The results were staggering. When you consider the electorate is just 3.2 million, the site averaged 900,000
unique browsers a day and 24.3 million pages viewed over the two days of the result coverage. The average
dwell time was an astounding 13 minutes 49 seconds.

IRELAND
RTÉ Radió Teilifís Éireann
RTÉ 1916 - Reflecting the Rising
www.rte.ie/1916
Project manager: Liam Wylie, Tracey Diamond, - Producer: Mark Hennessy, Lorelei Harris - Designer: Nagore Uriarte - Content
author: Liz Gillis, Sinann Fetherston, Liam Wylie - Website editor: Liz Gilllis, Sinann Fetherston - Social media editor: Sinann
Fetherston, Liam Wylie, - Graphics: Nagore Uriarte, Paul Gibney - Programmer: Miguel Castillo - External company: Ticketing
by Ticket Solve: http://www.ticketsolve.com/ - Tracey Diamond - Marketing

RTÉ 1916 - Reflecting the Rising
How would RTÉ mark the centenary of Ireland’s 1916 rebellion? To meet the needs of this historic event
RTÉ Digital developed an approach based on three deliverables: the identity, an event and a digital
exhibition. Firstly, a visual identity for use on all of RTÉ’s 1916 output was developed. Secondly, a site
would be created to support RTÉ’s cultural event “RTÉ Reflecting the Rising”. An event held in Dublin city
centre that was attended by more than 750,000 people. Thirdly, an online exhibition was created that
complemented the work of other cultural and state institutions. Working with RTÉ Archives 100 many
previously unseen eyewitness accounts from the “Rising” were displayed on an interactive map for visitors
to discover.

ITALY
ELEMEDIA S.p.A.
Webnotte
www.repubblica.it/spettacoli/webnotte/
Project manager: Massimo Razzi, Andrea Galdi - Producer: Anna Rutolo, Roberta Mosca, Tony Paone, Luciano Coscarella,
Maurizio Stanzione, Sonny Anzellotti, Valeria Lombardo, Marco Nardi, Luca Sileoni, Leonardo Meuti, Alex Petroni, Giulio
Contri - Content author: Ernesto Assante Gino Castaldo - Website editor: Giuseppe Smorto, Alessio Balbi, Paolo De Michele,
Gianluca Sgalambro, Marco Sarno, Alessandra Del Zotto, Claudia Accogli, Matteo Del Lucchese, Flavia Cappadocia - Social
media editor: Sara Bertuccioli, Cristiana Piraino, Paola Adragna - Graphics: Riccardo Pulvirenti - Programmer: Matteo Quinzi,
Valentina Romano - Resident band: Mark Hanna Band, photographers: Giovanni Canitano, Stefano Cioffi

Webnotte (Night on the web)
Since October 2013, every Tuesday night, Ernesto Assante and Gino Castaldo (two of Italy’s top music
journalists) have been anchoring “Webnotte” on the Repubblica.it website. During a 3 hour live broadcast,
they introduce singers, writers, musicians, and all sorts of artists. “Webnotte” in 3 years has grown to be a
"must" in the showbiz world. Over 250 Italian and foreign artists have come to chat with Gino and Ernesto,
sing a song, play some good music, joke and generally speaking have a really good time in the Repubblica
news room. Also making “Webnotte” so very special is that it goes out live from the very spot where
journalists write their articles for the website or the newspaper. Lights, mikes, expert studio team work and
professional music blend to produce something magical: the newsroom turns into something really strange,
an unique sort of "basement" where quite a jam session is all happening.

ITALY
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
L'amore ai tempi del precariato
http://www.lamorealtempodelprecariato.rai.it/
Project manager: Leonardo Ferrara - Website editor: Luigi Marinello - External company: Young Film (coproducer)

Love in the Age of Temporary Employment
You haven’t a stable job? You can’t manage lasting relationships? You don’t know who you are? You are
quite clearly a temp, the perfect blend between job instability and sentimental insecurity. And what might
happen if two little-known and mixed-up temps, who have nothing in common with each other, were to
expect a baby after only one night of sex? Maybe the pregnancy could be a blessing in disguise and the
solution is to pass themselves off as a respectable, middle-class, married couple, looking forward to their
first-born.

ITALY
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana

063139
http://www.063139.rai.it
Project manager: Leonardo Ferrara - Producer: Rai Fiction in collaborazione con CPTV di Torino - Website editor: Luigi
Marinello

063139
“063139”, this is the telephone number which appeared on the screen during a popular Rai TV programme
of the ‘80s: “Pronto Raffaella”. 063139 is also the number behind which a mystery unravels involving
Simone, Piero, Luigi, Michela and Carla. Simone, following the death of his father, tries to get back on his
feet by selling their home. Between moving the furniture, tidying up books and records, they come across
several VHS cassettes filmed by their father, a well-known Rai director. Exhausted and wanting a break, the
youngsters decide to slip in a video cassette. “Pronto Raffaella” then starts filling the screen. As a joke, one
of them, Luigi on an impulse opts to ring the phone number – just for fun – and to his amazement – after 35
years – the number still works and someone answers …

NORWAY
NRK - Norsk Rikskringkasting
NRK Super App
ios: https://itunes.apple.com/no/app/nrk-super/id659270490?l=en&mt=8

android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=air.no.nrksuper.app&hl=en
Project manager: Christian Karlsson, Charlotte Wikström - Designer: Ensi Mofasser, Lars Kristian Flem - Content author:
(National and worldwide /NRK Super app is a kids VOD-service) - Website editor: Ragnhild Fagervold, Jeanette Billkvam, Line
Frilseth Enge - Graphics: Ensi Mofasser - Programmer: Thomas Aaeng, Christian Lysne, Jens Moser, Thomas Halvorsen,
Thomas Pettersen, Deea Jbara

NRK Super App
NRK wanted to make a native app for its kids content (2-12 years) with the following objectives: create a
magical safe zone for children, where they are in charge, where they can find cool content that they love and
which make them smarter. The new app is now by far NRK’s most popular app with 2.6 million weekly
users (in Norway, with 5 million inhabitants, that's a lot!).

NORWAY
NRK Norsk Rikskringkasting
Bygda som sa nei
http://www.nrk.no/bygda-som-sa-nei-1.12703629
Project manager: Kim Jansson - Designer: Kari Anne Gisetstad Andersen and Marius Lundgård - Content author: Even
Kjølleberg and Gry Kårstad - Website editor: Lars Kristiansen and Vibeke Haug - Social media editor: Espen A. Eik - Graphics:
Kari Anne Gisetstad Andersen - Programmer: Marius Lundgård and Vidar Kvien - Photographer: Gry Kårstad; Production
leader: Sylva Kobbhaug

The Village That Said No
“The Village That Said No” is a story about how people welcome refugees to their local communities. The
story unfolds in the small village of Otta in Norway. Five years ago, residents and cottage owners were
shocked to learn that their beloved mountain hotel would be turned into a refugee centre. Five years have
passed and we go back to the village where we meet both anger, frustration, joy and the rest of the emotional
range. In other words, all the reactions you can find around Europe today, when countries like Norway take
in thousands of refugees. “The Village That Said No” is a mobile first documentary from the Norwegian
broadcaster NRK, where all the content is made to work particularly well on smaller screens. It is the first
time NRK has used vertical videos in a documentary.

SWEDEN
Sveriges Radio
P3Dokumentärserie Mordet på Therese Johansson Rojo
http://sverigesradio.se/sida/gruppsida.aspx?programid=2519&grupp=22227
Project manager: Caroline Pouron - Producer: Hugo Lavett

The Murder of Therese Johansson Rojo
In the first of the P3 documentary series, “The Murder of Therese Johansson Rojo”, Hugo Lavett brings us
into the often closed-off world of teenagers, governed by its own logic, morals and ethics. It is a world that
exists secluded from grown-ups that can lead to devastating consequences, as you hear in this documentary
series. You rarely hear the inside story as told by the teenagers themselves, the way Hugo Lavett presents it
in “The Murder of Therese Johansson Rojo”. On the surface, it is a story about a tragic murder, but
concealed beneath it is a complex story of friendship, loss, love and about being young today. The
identification among the young target audience has been considerable, as is not least evident by the massive
impact and response on social media.

SWITZERLAND
SRG SSR - Société Suisse de Radiodiffusion et Télévision
Dada Data
dada-data.net
Project manager: Sven Wälti (SRG SSR) - Producer: Judith Hardegger (SRF), Patrick Müller (Docmine) - Designer: Bruno
Choinière,Christian Lebel (Akufen) - Content author: Anita Hugi, David Dufresne

Dada Data
Our project is twofold. On the one hand, it’s a five-week barrage of interactive Dada exercises called “Dada
Hacktions”. Among them, the bold, mysterious opener: DADA-Block, a web-based ad blocker. On the
other hand, it’s a virtual anti-museum, the DADA-Depot. A modern, digital narration, between collage and
hypertext, virtual reality and a world at war. DADA DATA is a tribute made of subversions, derision, and
self-destruction. A modern tribute. DADA DATA is also a major international coproduction (SRG SSR,
ARTE). Initiated by Anita Hugi for Swiss Public Television SRG SSR in the birthplace of Dada and
co-authored by French interactive storyteller David Dufresne, the project is co-produced by the European
cultural channel Arte. DADA DATA will also team up with Akufen, a Montreal-based creative studio.

SWITZERLAND
SRG SSR - Société Suisse de Radiodiffusion et Télévision
Exils
www.exils.ch
Producer/Journalist: Nicolae Schiau - Chief editor: Patrick Nussbaum - Projet Coordinator: Joel Marchetti - Social Networking :
Magali Philipp/Eric Butticaz - Web editor : Jérome Zimmermann - Key Staff: Nicolae Schiau, Magali Philip, Jérôme
Zimmermann, Eric Butticaz, Joël Marchetti

Exiles
“Exiles” is a cross-platform project that tells the inside story of six young men on the migrant road from
Syria to Europe. In total immersion, our journalist travelled with the migrants from Kilis to Calais
producing radio, video, photos, tweets, etc. Abandoning traditional broadcasting methods, our reporter took
advantage of social media such as SoundCloud, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Periscope, as well as
WhatsApp to stay in touch with migrants and the editorial team in Switzerland. The entire project was
documented and enriched on our website, which included an interactive map of the migrant road.
Experimenting with recent technology and posting in real time attracted a broad and active audience, a
non-traditional public that became part of the conversation and highlighted a new perspective on the
migrant question.

UNITED KINGDOM
BBC British Broadcasting Corporation
Life and Death Row: Love Triangle
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbcthree/tag/ladr-love-triangle
Project manager: Laura Jordan-Rowell - Producer: [Directed and produced by]: Francine Shaw, [Executive Producers]: Aysha
Rafaele, Will Saunders, Georgia Moseley - Content author: Anya Saunders - Website editor: Damian Kavanagh - Social media
editor: Josh Pappenheim - Graphics: Victoria Ford - Programmer: Paul Barfoot - Kim Wigger, Nathan Carr, Nadine Limb, David
Hill, Petra Graf, Oli Roy, Tiffany Thomas, G McAulay

Life and Death Row: Love Triangle
The series tells the story of the investigation into the murder of Heather Strong, a beautiful young wife and
mother lured to a horrific death. Her husband and his pregnant lover are brought in for questioning. But
which one is telling the truth? Told from multiple perspectives and in 8 short form episodes, the series is
designed to be a dark unfolding narrative, taking the viewer on a complex and intriguing journey until the
startling truth is finally revealed. Published alongside, we have curated a fascinating insight into the story
world in the form of additional police evidence and interviews. These comprise of secret police recordings,
recorded phone conversations, photo galleries and official documents enabling viewers to investigate the
story for themselves.

UNITED KINGDOM
BBC British Broadcasting Corporation
The Daily Drop
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbcthree/daily-drop
Project manager: Christopher Lewis - Head of Product (digital) - Producer: BBC - Christopher Lewis - Head of Product (digital)

The Daily Drop
Launched in February 2016, BBC" Three’s “The Daily Drop” offers a daily stream of news and sport,
original British comedy, drama and documentaries, plus short films, blogs, social media and third party
links. This new offering is a daily stream of content including short films, animation, blogs and news and
sport updates delivered through the new platform “The Daily Drop” and BBC Three’s YouTube Channel
and social media accounts including Facebook, Tumblr, Twitter, Instagram and Snapchat. Updated
throughout the day, “The Daily Drop” curates original content produced by the BBC Three team, original
content from partners across the BBC including BBC Sport, BBC Trending, Radio 1 and Newsbeat, as well
highlighting BBC content that appeals to BBC Three’s 16-34 target audience.

